Creating and manipulating spin polarization in low-dimensional electron systems (such as twodimensional electron gases) is fundamentally essential for spintronic applications, which is yet a challenge to date. In this work, we establish the metamagnetic phase diagram of 4f antiferromagnetic TbScO3 and reveal its giant magnetic response to sub-tesla magnetic field, which has not been reported thus far. Utilizing this giant magnetic response, we demonstrate that the spin polarization of two-dimensional electron gas in SrTiO3/LaTiO3/TbScO3 heterostructure can be manipulated successfully in aid of interfacial 3d -4f exchange interaction. Remarkably, the hysteretic magnetoresistances of two-dimensional electron gas at the SrTiO3/LaTiO3 interface are entirely determined by the metamagnetic phase transitions of the underlying TbScO3 substrate. Our results pave a novel route to engineer the spin polarization of low-dimensional electron systems in 4f antiferromagnetbased heterostructures.
Creating, detecting and manipulating spin degrees of freedom is at the center of modern condensed matter physics and spintronics, the study of which is fundamentally important not only for basic science but also for device applications [1] [2] [3] , e.g., the key roles of spin in topological states [4] , skyrmions [5] , antiferromagnetic (AFM) devices [6] , and spin field-effect-transistors [7] . Among them, due to the great potential for future spin field-effect-transistor application, the study of magnetic semiconductors and spin-polarized two-dimensional electron gases (SP2DEGs) in semiconductor heterostructures and oxide interfaces have attracted tremendous interests [8, 9] . To create SP2DEGs, several routes have been developed such as defects/impurities doping [8] , spin injection [10, 11] , ferroelectric polar gating [12] , interfacial charge transfer [13] , and magnetic proximity effect [14] . To manipulate the spin polarization, methods such as spin-polarized current, electric field, and photonic field have been exploited [2, 15, 16] . Very recently, deep understanding and control of AFM order promote the rise of AFM spintronics [3, 17, 18] . It has been reported that the magnetic response of antiferromagnets to temperature, electric field, and pressure can lead to many nontrivial magnetism-related properties including multiferroicity [19] , spin Hall effect [20] , and superconductivity [21] . However, due to locked pairs of spin, the AFM order is insensitive to the magnetic field unless it is very large [22, 23] . Therefore, it raises an interesting question that whether the spin polarization of 2DEG could be manipulated by the magnetic response in antiferromagnetic materials or not.
To address above, we take AFM scandate TbScO 3 (TSO) as a prototype to investigate the metamagnetic phase transitions and their critical roles in manipulating the spin polarization of 2DEG. The rare-earth scandates are widely used as dielectric gate materials and single crystal substrates for film deposition owing to their high dielectric constant (18 -35.5) [24] , large optical band gap (> 4.9 eV) [25] , excellent thermal stability [26] , and struc- Despite its wide applications, the magnetic properties of TSO has not been investigated in detail yet. Meanwhile, the 4f antiferromagnets are unique with strong exchange interaction and comparatively weak magnetic anisotropy, which show unusual response to magnetic field (see Fig.  1(a) ). With increasing the magnetic field to a critical point, where Zeeman energy begins to compensate the energy of magnetic anisotropy, the antiparallel spins in 4f antiferromagnets prefer to rotate freely to the direction perpendicular to the magnetic easy axis to minimize the magnetostatic energy [3] . Generally, this field induced spin reorientation phenomenon is named spin flop (SF) transition, a metamagnetic transition [3, 30] . Furthermore, owing to the transfer of magnetic order and anisotropy through interfacial 3d-4f exchange interaction [22] , it paves a possible way to manipulate the spin polarization of 2DEG in TSO-based oxide heterostructure (see Fig. 1 (b) and 1(c)).
In this letter, we demonstrate the spin polarization of 2DEG can be effectively manipulated by the metamagnetic phase transitions in AFM TSO. We reveal the phase transitions from AFM to SF, and then to ferromagnetic (FM) states with sub-tesla magnetic fields, which are significantly lower than the fields required in many other AFM materials. Particularly, in the heterostructure SrTiO 3 /LaTiO 3 /TbScO 3 , we show that the spin polarization of 2DEG at SrTiO 3 /LaTiO 3 interface can be completely manipulated by the metamagnetic phase transitions of TSO in aid of interfacial 3d -4f magnetic exchange interaction. Our study indicates TSO could be a great platform to create and manipulate the spin polarization in 4f antiferromagnet-based heterostructures.
Bulk TSO has an orthorhombic perovskite structure with space group Pbnm and lattice parameters a=5.466 A, b=5.731Å, c=7.917Å [31] . The low temperature magnetism ranging from 2 K to 15 K of TSO(110) single crystal was measured using a Quantum Design MPMS superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). The zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) measurements along three main crystallographic orientations [110] , [110] , and [001] (in orthorhombic annotations) were recorded with applied magnetic field ranging from 0.005 T to 2 T. The magnetic hysteresis (M-H) curves with magnetic fields ramping between ± 7 T were recorded with temperature varying from 2 K to 15 K.
Firstly, we investigate the anisotropic antiferromagnetism of TSO, which highly depends on the interactions among different magnetic parameters (e.g., exchange interaction, magnetic anisotropy, and Zeeman energy) [32] . As seen in Fig. 2(a) , the dominative feature in ZFC/FC measurement is the presence of critical temperature ∼ 2.8 K, indicating an AFM to paramagnetic (PM) transition upon warming. It is noted that the AFM order is strongly anisotropic, e.g., the maximum magnetic moments (with 0.2 T magnetic field) are 0.707, 0.008, and 0.127 µ B along [110], [001], and [110] directions, respectively (see inset in Fig. 2(a) ), indicating the easy axis and hard axis are more inclined to [110] and [001] directions, respectively. The strong magnetic anisotropy can be further verified by the M-H curves shown in Fig.  2(b) . As seen, the feature of SF transition is apparent along both [110] and [110] directions at 2 K, whereas it is absent along [001] orientation. With further increasing the temperature to 15 K, the SF transition is totally suppressed.
Next, to establish the phase diagram of metamagnetic phase transition in TSO, we measure the magnetic fieldand temperature-dependent magnetizations along [110] direction (corresponding to in-plane [100] direction for pseudo-cubic geometry) [28, 29] . As seen in Fig. 3(a) , it shows AFM-PM transitions at Nel temperature T N ∼ 3.0 K with small magnetic fields ≤ 0.05 T, whereas T N drops with increasing magnetic field, indicating the melting of AFM order due to enhanced Zeeman interaction [33] . As field further increases, the Zeeman energy surpasses magnetic anisotropy, driving TSO into SF state with canted spins [3] . With field continuously increasing, the Zeeman energy finally prevails AFM exchange interaction and forces all spins to align along the direction of magnetic field, leading to the long-range ordered FM state. The critical parameters of SF-PM and FM-PM phase transitions can be extracted from dM/dT curves [34, 35] . To further understand the metamagnetic phase transitions, we also measure temperature-dependent M- H curves (see Fig. 3 (b) and Fig. S1 in supplementary material). As seen, the M-H curve at 2 K presents a steep upturn near ± 0.4 T, which is a typical feature for SF transition [3, 30] . The upturn disappears above 2.5 K indicating the presence of SF-PM transition (see Fig. S1 (b) in supplementary material). At slightly higher magnetic field, TSO undergoes SF-FM transitions below 2.5 K and PM-FM transitions above 2.5 K. Here the critical parameters for AFM-SF and PM-FM (including SF-FM below 2.5 K) transitions are determined by the peak of dM/dH [30, 35] and the valley of d 2 M/dH 2 [36] curves, respectively (see Fig. S2 in supplementary material) . On the other hand, it is indicated that the PM-FM (including SF-FM) transition fields increase upon warming, suggesting larger Zeeman energy is required to suppress the thermal spin fluctuations at the higher temperature. As seen in Fig. 3 , the magnetic moment can be as large as 5.5 µ B , indicating a huge magnetic response compared to typical oxide magnets [29, 37, 38] . Based on the magnetic response to temperature and external magnetic field, we can establish the metamagnetic phase diagram and discuss its key role in manipulating the spin polarization of 2DEG in SrTiO 3 /LaTiO 3 /TbScO 3 (STO/LTO/TSO) [39] . As seen in Fig. 4(a) , there are four magnetic phases, which are AFM (low T and low H), SF (low T and intermediate H), FM (high T and high H), as well as PM (high T and low H), respectively. Remarkably, the field-driven FM state can survive at temperature ∼ 15 K, which is well above AFM temperature ∼ 2.8 K. More importantly, it is revealed that the critical parameters (blue and red stars in Fig. 4(b) ) extracted from the magnetoresistances (MR) of SP2DEG in STO/LTO/TSO agree very well with the phase transitions in TSO (see Fig. S2 in supplementary material), demonstrating the spin polarization of 2DEG in the STO/LTO interface can be created and manipulated by the giant magnetic response in TSO. It is noted that the understanding of temperatureand magnetic field-dependent oxide SP2DEGs has been a challenge for a long time, which can neither be perfectly explained by magnetic phase separations [40, 41] nor by spin-flip scattering process [42] .
Next, we discuss the mechanism of creating and manipulating spin polarization of 2DEG in STO/LTO/TSO via giant magnetic response in TSO layer. It has been well-known that LTO is a G-type AFM Mott insulator with 3d 1 electronic configuration [43, 44] . The canted AFM order in LTO can survive below 146 K. Based on the model of magnetic transfer between 3d LaNiO 3 and 4f DyScO 3 in LaNiO 3 /DyScO 3 (LNO/DSO) interfaces [22] , the 3d -4f exchange interaction can also present in LTO/TSO interface in our work. The 3d moments within transition metal oxide layer are pined to the directions determined by the single-ion anisotropy of the Dy 3+ cations in the LNO-DSO system [22] . Therefore, the metamagnetic phase transitions of 4f Tb 3+ in TSO layer can be transferred to 3d Ti 3+ near LTO/STO interface (see Fig. 4 (b)) [9, 22] . It is important to note that the successful transfer of magnetic order from 4f to 3d moments strongly relies on the AFM order of 3d layer in both LNO/DSO and STO/LNO/TSO cases, which are thin LNO (2 unit cells) and thick LTO (20 unit cells) layers, respectively [22, 39] . One of the unique features in our STO/LTO/TSO system is that the manipulation of SP2DEG can not only work out in in-plane configuration but also in out-of-plane configuration (See Fig. S3 and S4 in supplementary material), which may be closely connected to the small magnetic anisotropy (∼ 4.2 meV) of LTO [45, 46] .
In conclusion, we establish the metamagnetic phase diagram in TSO and reveal its giant magnetic response to sub-tesla magnetic field. The Curie temperature ∼ 15 K of field induced ferromagnetic state is more than five times higher than the Nel temperature ∼ 2.8 K of antiferromagnetic state. More importantly, in STO/LTO/TSO heterostructure, we demonstrate that the spin polarization of 2DEG in STO/LTO interface can be manipulated successfully via interfacial 3d -4f magnetic exchange interactions between LTO and TSO layers. We highlight that the route to creating and manipulating SP2DEGs demonstrated in our work is highly desired in the field of spintronic devices [3, 17, 18] . Moreover, in contrast to extremely large magnetic fields required to trigger the magnetic response in most AFM materials (e.g., ∼ 5 T for NiO and 42 T for FeF 2 ) [30, 47] , sub-tesla magnetic field is sufficient to induce a giant response in TSO. Our results pave a novel route to create and manipulate the spin polarization of 4f antiferromagnet-based het- 
